Mold Polish safely removes plate-out, oxidation and stains on fine tooling surfaces quickly and cost-effectively. Ideal for all types of molds, dies and fixtures, it restores surface finish, while providing a high, luster sheen. The polish has proven effective on steel, stainless, aluminum, brass, bronze, beryllium, zinc, powdered metals and other materials used in injection, blow, extrusion, compression, and rim molding.

Applications
Mold Polish Cleaner

Unit Package Description
10 ounce can

Generic Description
Mold Polish/Cleaner

Net Weight Fill
10 net ounces

UPC Code
none

Units Per Case
6

Case Weight (lbs)
5

Appearance
Pink Paste

Flash Point F
>200 degrees

Flash Point C
>93.3 degrees

Base Type
Mineral Spirits

Evaporation Rate
N/A

Working Temperature F
32 to 100 degrees

Working Temperature C
0 to 37 degrees

Propellant
N/A

NFPA Aerosol
N/A

Flammability Level
N/A

DOT Proper Shipping Name
Not Regulated, Lubricating, NOI

VOC % (Federal)
0.22

VOC lbs./Gal (Federal)
2.59

Removal
Wipe Remnant Material